Dynamic Web TWAIN: Scan Images From Browser UI, Edit and Upload
Added Support for GDI+ Decoder and Ability of Adding Text to an Image

VANCOUVER, BC- (Mar 7, 2012) - Dynamsoft Corporation, an independent software vendor of TWAIN
scanning libraries and revision control systems who recently extended its version control cloud
service to TFS hosted, today announced the release of Dynamic Web TWAIN 7.0. It is a web browser
plugin which enables users to acquire images from a TWAIN-compliant device (scanner, digital camera,
capture card, etc.) through a web UI, edit and then save/upload them to a database or web server.
With Dynamic Web TWAIN, users have the most flexibility in choosing a favorite browser -- x86/x64 IE,
Firefox, Safari, and Chrome on Windows and Mac OS X.
"Dynamsoft is really good! Dynamic Web TWAIN is easy to implement as part of our application and
works well! The program works well in all browsers & has the ability to scan multiple docs at once (ADF
support)," commented Praveen Cheruku, Programmer, Eyefinity.
Besides image acquisition from a local/network device, Dynamic Web TWAIN also allows directly loading
local images and http downloading images from a web server to the plugin. Both methods involve image
decoding. By using image decoders in GDI+, more image formats are supported in the new release.
The new version also introduces the ability of adding text to an image, and it changes the underlying
master image. So upon saving or uploading, the annotation text will be saved along with the image(s).
In response to customers' increasing requests, Dynamsoft is developing a new product -- now known as
the "Dynamic WebCam" project -- to better work with webcams. The new control is scheduled to make
its debut in June. Stay tuned.
About Dynamic Web TWAIN
To learn more about the product, please visit the product overview page and its TWAIN online demo.
About Dynamsoft
Being an associate member of TWAIN Working Group, Dynamsoft not only has early access to the latest
TWAIN standard, but also contributes to the TWAIN standard by proposing and voting for changes.
Every year, thousands of customers turn to Dynamsoft for world-leading version control solutions and
TWAIN SDKs. Dynamsoft version control tools are used globally by thousands of developers including
Apple, EMC, Fujitsu, GE, HP, 3M, HR Block, IBM, InfoSys, Intel, Olympus, PricewaterhouseCoopers,
Samsung, Siemens, Symantec, Philips, Verizon, Unisys and others.
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